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This contribution may be considered to be in pursuance of the contents of cited reference (1). The familiar 
Karplus equation for the Vicinal Proton coupling constants (the dihedral dependence of ‘J’ values for the 
couplings protons through the peptide bond) has been successfully applied whenever it is possible to measure the 
conformation dependent J values. However, such angle dependence and bond length dependences (structure 
parameters determining the conformation of macromolecules) require the derivative for the variation of Chemical 
shifts with respect to the corresponding parameters. The state of such calculations as reported in early publications 
(2) contain introductory materials for the calculation of derivatives. Moreover, what was stated as wanted seems 
to be the driving force even for the current context for such calculations. Mostly the calculations on 
macromolecules currently use the Molecular Mechanics Methods. The Quantum Chemical methods are the 
preferred ones for smaller molecules. The details such as the derivatives with respect to variable structure 
parameters (which are the degrees of freedom that render the fluctuations possible) are effectively obtained by 
Quantum Chemical Calculations. Obviously, a calculation on smaller molecules has to be made to lead to 
implement theoretically the variations in macromolecular structures. A combination of Molecular Mechanics and 
Quantum Mechanics (3) is being used in the context of large-scale computations in Bioinformatics. In any case it 
becomes important to realize the necessities of calculations on model molecules, which are meant to explore the 
physically realistic trends (4), that could be determining factors for the Global Optimizations on macromolecules 
as pointed out in the recent report. 
Hence, in this report it is intended to note the trends of variations in the vicinal protons Chemical shifts with the 
(peptide bond) dihedral angle and consider the possibilities of arriving at a single structure for an average 
confirmation that could be convincing from the point of view of quantum chemical methods. A dipeptide 
constituting a glycine and a valine residue has been modeled for a torsion (rotational) variation. The approach is 
to use the (operationally) simplest available software for the quantum chemical calculation and use the SCF 
method with the STO 3G basis set to sample the variations for a convenient visual inspection to ascertain the till 
now available trends on such results. The basis set dependences and other gauge related uncertainties have been 
mentioned earlier (2) and subsequently these requirements have been incorporated appropriately into the software, 
but for the present purpose the most often used (in the earlier contexts of biological quantum chemistry) STO 3G 
basis set has been used. No effort has been made to find out from the literature as to the real occurrence of this 
model peptide. The online calculation software (5) used in this study is a convenient tool to make a beginning 
with such approaches and infer specific aspects on the trends relevant for macromolecular structure variations as 
would be demonstrated in this report. The calculated output can be conveniently archived (6) for appropriate 
retrieval and illustrations.  
(1) http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/WMBS/0_Introduction/WMBS_Context_myIBSpresentations.pdf  
(2)  (a) Some Recent ab initio Calculations of the NMR Chemical Shift, D.B.Chesnut, in Annual Report on NMR 
Spectroscopy, Vol. 21, Pages 51-97, Academic Press 1989, PP 68, Sect.IIIB and PP 77 Sect. IV.     (b) http://www.ugc-inno-
nehu.com/WMBS/Pulay_derivatives_abinitio.pdf      (c) http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/crsi_nsc14.html 
(3)http://www.scfbio-iitd.res.in/ Supercomputing facility IIT, Delhi, in particular the in-silico drug design software 
“Sanjeevini”     (4) (a) http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/WMBS/coarsegrained.pdf  (b) http://www.ugc-inno-
nehu.com/DBIBT.ppt        (5) http://www.webmo.net (6) http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/IBS2012 
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